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An affiliated congregation of the
Union for Reform Judaism since 1950

Bequests, both large and small, have played a vital role at Temple Beth El.
Please consider Temple Beth El in your will.
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Mark Your Calendars:
Dairy Potluck Dinner / Family Service
at Congregation Shaaray Tefila
Friday, November 1 at 6:15 p.m.
*

Latke Fest
Sunday, December 8 at 2:00 p.m.
*

Mitzvah Plaque Celebration: Jeff Hill
Friday, December 13 at 7:00 p.m.
*

Family Hanukkah Service / Potluck Dinner
Friday, December 27 at 6:15 p.m.

Rabbi’s Message
Finally, after a great holiday period, we take a breather before Hanukkah.
Nevertheless, we all celebrate Thanksgiving. The values of Thanksgiving are in
so many ways inherently Jewish. You might ask why. The answer lies in the very
word “Thanksgiving” itself. Jewishly, we give thanks, so the thanks are tied to
the giving. In our American culture, we are thankful for what we have received;
perhaps less for what we have given. Jewishly, it is just the opposite. So as we
gather at the end of November, sure we are thankful for what we have received,
but perhaps this year we may pause and thank God for the opportunity to give to
each other, to our Temple family, and to our community. With those thoughts in
our minds, we might well see Hanukkah come December in a whole new way.

Rabbi Norm

Happy Birthday / 10
Anniversary
Book Club
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President’s Message
As our new year begins, Temple Beth El is looking ahead.







The TSRS is thriving. The students from CST and TBE are learning together, celebrating
holidays and Holy Days, socializing and participating in family services. Thank you parents
and faculty.
Rabbi Mendel will begin a new seminar series Ethics in the Modern Age. Check The Shofar
for times and dates.
Our choir is increasing in number, learning new music and enhancing our services. Thank
you choir and Debbie Sheerer.
This year’s Latke Fest will be “the place to be” as Temple Beth El and the community
celebrate Hanukkah.
All of our programs, services, events, religious school will be held within the warmth of
Temple Beth El as we welcome our new heating system.

Thank you for all you do for Temple. Looking forward to greeting you at services and events.

Barbara Rosoff

Did You Know?
Did you know that when you make a donation to Temple, you are not only sharing your joys and
sorrows with your fellow congregants and friends, you are also helping Temple Beth El meet its
funding needs?
Please consider making donations in memory of a loved one, to send get well wishes to those on
our healing list, in honor of a birthday, anniversary, etc. We thank you for your continued support!!

Thank You to Our October Oneg Hosts
Meghan & Josh Gray
Barbara Blitman in memory of Artie Blitman and Sharon Coleman
Ellen & Bruce Katz
Wolfield Family in celebration of Camden becoming a Bar Mitzvah
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November 2019
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THURS

FRI
1

SAT
2

6:15 p.m.
Dairy Potluck
Dinner / Shabbat
Service at
Congregation
Shaaray Tefila
3

4

5

6

7

9:00 a.m.
Temple
Religious
School

8

9

7:00 p.m.
Shabbat Service /
Oneg hosted by
Amanda Kukle

12:15 p.m.
Ethics in the
Modern Age
Class
10

11

12

13

14

11:00 a.m.
Book Club
Meeting (Where
the Crawdads
Sing by Delia
Owens)

17

9:00 a.m.
Temple
Religious
School
12:15 p.m.
Ethics in the
Modern Age
Class

24

18

19

20

21

Deadline for
Submitting
Articles for
the
December
issue of
The Shofar

25

15

16

7:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

Shabbat Service /
Oneg hosted by the
Gray Family in
honor of Josh
becoming a Bar
Mitzvah

Josh Gray
becomes a Bar
Mitzvah

22

23

7:00 p.m.
Shabbat Service /
Oneg co-hosted by
Susan Fox & Naftali
Rottenstreich in
memory of
Menachem Mendel
Rottenstreich and
by Martha & Sandy
Searleman in
memory of Charles
Searleman

26

7:00 p.m.
Temple Board
Meeting

27

28
Thanksgiving

Temple Office
Closed

29

7:00 p.m.
Shabbat Service /
Oneg hosted by
Ellen & Bruce Katz
Temple Office
Closed

30
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Latke Fest - calling all Latke Cooks!
Temple Beth El invites local restaurants, businesses and community organizations
to compete in the annual Latke Fest
Only 12 slots available for this community wide competition
and celebration of the humble potato pancake
The month of December will once again be full of celebrations.
Temple Beth El invites the community to celebrate one of the
traditional foods found on the Hanukah table: the latke. Latkes are a
fried potato pancakes – and who doesn’t like fried potatoes?
Latke Fest will be held on Sunday, December 8, 2019 from 2:00 pm - 4:30 pm at Temple Beth El
(3 Marion Avenue in Glens Falls). The organizers promise a community wide, family oriented
celebration, complete with music, games, contests and of course loads of crispy, tasty latkes.
Tickets will go on sale in November, but for now Temple Beth El is placing a call for latke
competitors from local restaurants, businesses and community organizations.

Calling All Cooks:
Temple Beth El seeks cooks and teams of all ages, creeds and tastes to compete for the title of
The Golden Latke. Cooks and their teams are encouraged to let their creativity soar, using
different cultural influences, ingredients and condiments to create their original take on the latke.
The competition is open to both professionals and amateurs.
For more information and to request a spot in the competition, contact the Latke Fest organizers
at latkefest@glensfallstemple.com. Deadline to express interest is November 15, 2019. There
are only 12 slots available for competitors.
The winning latke team will be crowned the Golden Latke, along with prizes and bragging rights for
the year. This includes a trophy to proudly display at your business or organization.
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Our Shofar – Your Opinion
This article is a repeat from a few months ago. I reached out for your opinions then, but unfortunately
received only 4 responses. I am asking once again, because the future of our Shofar publication is in
jeopardy without a readership that indicates it is important to them and is willing to contribute from time
to time. Here’s what I previously said, with a few minor editorial changes:
I’m writing this as, currently, the sole volunteer editor of our Shofar publication. The monthly publication
begins with Katie’s outreach for articles to be submitted by our deadline, which is often a challenge. She then
takes what you’ve submitted and arranges the articles into the publication format, and sends the draft
document me. At that point, I edit the entire document, checking for errors or typos in grammar, word usage,
spelling, and punctuation; I also read and edit the articles for comprehension and literacy. It’s a careful nitpicky
sort of job. I submit my edits back to Katie, who takes my editorial suggestions and makes the corrections. She
then sends the updated draft publication back to me for what we call ‘prettifying’. At that point I add clip art,
and adjust fonts, margins, colors and layout and such for maximum readability; I also crop and edit photos as
needed, and do a final check of the entire publication. I send the updated document back to Katie who then
publishes it on the web and sends the link out to you all. All in all, it is a monumental task.
Lately it seems people have been unaware of information or events that were published in the Shofar, so we
wonder how widely or well it is being read, and what your interest level is. We constantly seek new articles in
hopes of keeping the publication interesting. We’ve repeatedly asked our readers to submit questions to the
rabbi, to write a book review, to kvell about a family member, and so on, but the response is non-existent.
Often, the regular monthly articles are not received on time or at all.
With all this in mind, Katie and I seek your input about your commitment to and reading of this publication.
Please send an email to me at plbrown3@yahoo.com or to Katie in the Temple office, and let us know your
thoughts about the publication. These are some of the things you might consider when writing your response:


Do you regularly read the Shofar each month? If so, do you read it digitally or on a print copy?



Do you look forward to reading the Shofar?



Do you use the Shofar as a reference for calendar events etc?



What articles interest you the most/least? What is most/least important to you? (We have monthly
articles from our rabbi, congregation president, religious school director, etc, as well as donations,
mazel tovs, birthdays, anniversaries, and much more).



How important is the Shofar publication to you as a whole?



Would you miss the Shofar if it wasn’t published as often or at all? Would you prefer to simply receive
email notifications of upcoming events, or do you enjoy reading the articles?



What could be done to improve the publication and make it more widely read? How are you willing to
contribute to the improvement or survival of the Shofar? (Could you perhaps write an occasional article
or contribute photos? Don’t worry if you aren’t a ‘writer’; I will gladly edit your contributions for you.)

We look forward to hearing your honest responses, thoughts, and suggestions. As I said above, the
continuation of this publication is in jeopardy. Please consider – we have no way to gauge our value and how
we are doing if nobody responds to this article!
Thank you,

Phyllis Brown
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Spirituality Matters: Judaism as an Evolving Religion
In the presence of the burning bush, Moses asks The Divine for a name by which Moses can
address Divinity. The answer is my favorite phrase in the Torah— Eheyeh asher Eheyer. This is
normally translated as ‘I am that I am’ which certainly a challenging and thought provoking
response. I prefer the translation ‘I Shall Be That I Shall Be.’ As Jews, we believe in a Creative
Wholeness that evolves as we spiritually evolve. The broader and deeper our perspective, the more
we see, experience and understand of The Source For Whom There Is No Name in whose image
we are created.
Rabbi Amichai Lau-Lavie similarly embraces the idea of an evolving Judaism. Tracing his
lineage back into some 30 generations of Israeli rabbis, Rabbi Amichai now lives in New York
City, where he is known as the S-Torahteller and founder of Lab Shul in NYC.
He states: "I feel a deep love and sense of honoring the legacy that I was born into, and the
richness that I’m so privileged to have inherited and been taught. What is needed in this new time,
in these new days and this new paradigm where Judaism, I believe, must evolve, is evolving, to
retain its particularity while being radically universal . . . There is an evolution. Not everything
that we’ve inherited is worthy of being passed on, like trauma and memories and values that have
evolved." (As a woman, I have long wondered what do with Leviticus 12, that states the idea of a
woman ‘being unclean' after giving birth— for 7 days after birthing a son and 14 days after
birthing a daughter!!!!)
"Part of the reason why I’m not an Orthodox Jew but a flexidox or polydox Jew,” continues Rabbi
Amichai, is that I do believe in evolution, not just of our species and the world, but of concepts.
And if the Bible and the Jewish values that have sustained my people for thousands of years
believe that women were subservient and that sexuality was only of a specific type, and that types
of worship included slaughtering animals, we’ve evolved. That’s not where we are.”
His teaching reminds me of David Abram, who in his book The Spell of The Sensuous, suggests
the letters on the Torah scroll are inanimate until we speak them into life— we read them to
animate the stories they tell, just we we were animated once the Divine breathed life into us. Rabbi
Amichai believes that the ritual of weekly Torah reading is one of the oldest storytelling
ceremonies in continuity on the planet. "It is Judaism’s oldest educational device of sharing the
tribal story with the community once a week." He believes we each need to become an interpreter
of the ancient words in keeping with our contemporary consciousness and so keep Judaism
alive. Bravo Rabbi Amichai.
L’shalom,

Heather Mendel
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Temple-Synagogue Religious School
Shalom to all! We have had several Temple-Synagogue Religious School (TSRS) sessions already this school
year and the students are excited, energetic and learning so much!
Not only have we celebrated some of the most major holidays of the Jewish Year, but we have truly
experienced them interactively and up close. We have had very successful children's services for the High
Holidays and Shabbat Family Services. We had Sukkah decorating and all the students and community
were able to say the prayers and wave the lulav and etrog after "Pizza in the Hut." We have celebrated
Simchat Torah as we paraded through the sanctuary into the social hall as students and staff unrolled the
Torah with Synagogue Student Rabbi Rachel Kaplan. We have created Hamsa hands with Temple member
David Coleman who allowed us the opportunity to make beautiful pottery and donated his time to TSRS to
make sure the children's experience making this symbol was special and meaningful.
In October we also celebrated Camden Wolfield's Bar Mitzvah and learned about the Mitzvah project he
and his family have completed, working with and visiting St. Jude's Children's Hospital. It has been my
honor to work with him and our other B'nai Mitzvah students to coach, teach and help plan the day side by
side with Rabbi Norm.
We are looking forward to a Family Service at Shaaray Tefila in early November where the students will get
to experience another beautiful setting as they learn to be comfortable in multiple Synagogues.
Back at Temple during TSRS we will hold a music celebration called "Rock the School" where the staff of
TSRS will be in the spotlight as we share with our students some of our favorite tunes from
contemporary Jewish artists and bring in community member and friend of the Rice family, Hui Cox to
share some beautiful guitar music.
There is much to be told but I am hopeful that the pictures below will convey the true meaning of how we
are able to educate and truly highlight Jewish experiences for each and every student that enters TSRS.
If you have any ideas to share or know of anyone interested in contributing a program to our school that
will enhance and contribute to the Jewish curriculum, please contact me any time! I would love to meet
with you to see if we can add your idea into our school year! Thank you.
All the best,

Rebecca Charhon
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Contributions
GENERAL FUND

In Memory of Jane Reisman:
Richard Reisman
In Memory of Betty Ovitz:
Joyce Didakow
In Honor of Ben Heyman becoming a Bar Mitzvah:
Judith Metzner Shepherd
In Memory of Harold Poster:
Martha & Sanford Searleman
Judith Metzner Shepherd
In Memory of Hilda Grunblatt:
Ellen Grunblatt
In Honor of Josh Gray becoming a Bar Mitzvah:
Linda & Bruce North
In Honor of Camden Wolfield becoming a Bar Mitzvah:
Linda & Bruce North
In Memory of Jack Didakow:
Joyce Didakow
CEMETERY FUND

In Memory of Mia & Abe Corton:
Monica Corton

Photos for The Shofar?
Many of you have snapped photos at a Temple event.
The Shofar welcomes photos to enhance our
publication, and would be happy to share what you
can provide. Phone photos are fine!
We will crop and edit as needed.

Mi Shebeirach
These comforting words can be said on behalf of those
who are ill. Whether friends or loved ones are
struggling with physical, emotional or spiritual
challenges, this prayer speaks to our desire for their
healing.
May the one who blessed our ancestors, Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah,
bless and heal those who are ill [names]. May the
Blessed Holy One be filled with compassion for their
health to be restored and their strength to be revived.
May God swiftly send them a complete renewal of
body and spirit, and let us say, Amen.

Please include in your healing prayers: Regina
Bennett, Daniel Brown, Bernard Bruen, Duane
Bullard, Sam Chanis, Bruce Esposito, Tom Ford,
Victor Friedman, Catherine Gerricke, Ellen
Goldberg, Valerie Hope, Bruce Katz, Edith Katz,
Elizabeth Levy, Jeffrey Marfurt, Baylee Meyers,
Linda Miller, Phyliss Miller, Cara Molnar, Terry
Monroe, Jessica Panebianco, Kate Reinke, Emma
Schneerson, Gail Shuscer, Leonard Skootsky,
Nancy Reimann, Edie Rudnick, Bob Savarin,
Tobianne Schneider, Krista Shroyer, Francis
Smith, Maximus Adler Snedeker, Kristen Temple,
Dave Updike, Patricia Van Buren, Mary Verrigni,
Jessica Winquist

Condolences
Temple member Harold Poster passed away on
Saturday, September 28, 2019, at Home of the
Good Shepherd in Saratoga Springs at the age of
93.
On December 25, 1949, he married Myrna A.
Zackowitz at Temple Sinai in Brooklyn. They were
married 42 years before she passed away on June
23, 1991.
Survivors include his children, Gail (Marty) Nash,
Gary (Carlene) Poster and Robert Poster; and his
grandchildren, Brittni Poster, Myles (Lauren)
Poster, Mitchell Poster, Madisen Poster, Alyssa
Nash and Kelly Nash.
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We Remember
Mourners Kaddish for the following individuals will be recited in Temple on the
noted dates:

Gen. 6:9-11:32

November 1

Pr. Is. 54:1-55:5

*Dr. Leonard Busman, *Anna G. Cohen, *Sarah Ginsburg, Ronald Goldstone,
Abraham Gordon, Helen Kraus, Gloria Levine, *Bessie Laura Orens, *Phillip P.
Proller, Hilda Siegel, *Bess Weissman, *I. Edward Zumoff

November 9
Lech Lecha
Gen. 12:1-17:27
Pr. Is. 40:27-41:16
November 16
Va-Yera
Gen. 18:1-22:24

November 8
*David Bronne, Alfred Brown, Esther Cohen, Tessie Prager Cohn, Cele Finkel,
Bernard Grablow, Albert Handen, *Edward Israel, *Lillian Leinoff, *Herman
Metzner, *Elliot Pearl, *Elsa Gelman Rosoff, Rose Leah Rosoff, Menachem
Rottenstreich, Harold Shapiro, Jeanette Shapiro, Michelle Shapiro, Louis
Steinberg, *Rose Stichman, Jared Winchell, *M. Michael Yaffee
November 15

November 23

*Abraham Bronne, *Herman Feigenbaum, William D. Fine, *Allan Richard
Gordon, *Wolf Greenman, *Alexander Lazarus, *Joshua Lowe, Diane Martin,
Pearl Munzer, *Samuel Nathan, Esther Rome, *Isabella Schwager, Geneva Sonn,
*Glenard Turner, *Ruth Turner

Chayel Sarah

November 22

Pr. II Kings 4:1-37

Gen. 23:1-25:18
Pr. I Kings 1:1-31
November 30

*Louise Bronne Baer, William Brady, *Carl Bronne, *Flora Bronne, Nancy
Burritt, Rose Drew, *Dorothy Fagelman, Anne Daniels Goldberg, Julia Goldman,
Dr. Harrison Karp, *Leslie Klein, *Howard Krantz, *Esther Nachman, *Ruth
Bronne Nathan, *William Parker, Gladys Schultz, Morris Schwartz, *Andrea
Silver, Charles Wodicka

Toledot
Gen. 25:19-28:9
Pr. Mal. 1:1-2:7

November 29
*Louis Bassock, David Bittman, Melvin Bittman, Alice Doran, Nettie Furman,
Charles Garlen, Joseph Gladstone, *Marcos Hellenberg, Joseph Kmiecik, *Sol
Koch, Charles Searleman, *Shirley Segan, William Shapiro, *Bertie F. Task
(*name appears on yahrzeit plaque in the sanctuary)

Shopping? Use Amazon Smile!
Support Temple Beth El every time you shop online at Amazon! Go to smile.amazon.com to set up your
Smile account and choose Temple Beth El as a recipient. There are a few other Temple Beth El's out there,
so be sure you choose the right one. When you shop, you will need to go
to www.smile.amazon.com each time so that your charity of choice gets
credited. It's an easy way to support Temple, and we thank you!
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Happy Birthday!
Matthew Wasserman (11/1)
Phoebe North
(11/1—8 years old!)
Molly Sheerer (11/3)

Happy
Anniversary!!
Meghan & Josh Gray
(11/2—6 years)

Elizabeth Levy (11/3)
Ross Marks (11/4)

Amy & Bill Brender (11/4)

Ride Sharing
Please call the Temple
office to offer to be a
driver or if you are in need
of transportation. We’ll
make a match!

Liz Giblin (11/5)
Daniel Wolfield (11/5)
Martha Searleman (11/5)

Stephanie & Robert Kaufman
(11/18—46 years)

Matthew Nemer (11/5)
Stuart Kaufman (11/7)
Karen Hochhauser (11/9)
Jazlyn Hellman (11/10)
Allison Levin (11/11)

Book Club

Suzanne Comora (11/14)

Here are the books that we will be reading through March, 2020.

Elizabeth Gancher (11/16)
Aliyson Reynold (11/19)
Bruce Katz (11/19)
Carol Kafin (11/19)
Michele French (11/20)

November 12: Where the Crawdads Sing by Delia Owens
January 14:

Educated by Tara Westover

March 10:

Circe by Madeline Miller

We will meet at the Temple at 11:00 a.m.

Mace Comora (11/21)
Mike Seidel (11/21)

Karen Marks

Matthew Levin (11/23)
Ethan Hill (11/25)
Stuart Ginsburg (11/26)
Matthew Futia (11/26)
Rachel Murray (11/26)
Robert Miller (11/29)

10 Minutes of Torah
Sign up to receive a one-page e-mail each day on a topic of Jewish interest. It
only takes 10 minutes a day to get started on a lifelong journey. Spend 10
minutes a day — and before you know it you’ll have completed 100 hours of
Torah study! All you need to do is find ten minutes a day to “do Torah.”
Reform Jews committed to having Judaism in their daily lives are encouraged
to participate in 10 minutes a day of personal connection to a Jewish text, issue
or topic. For example: Monday—Reform Voices of Torah; Tuesday—The
Rhythm of Jewish Time; Wednesday—Israel Connection; Thursday—Delving
into Tfilah; Friday—Reform Judaism Q&A. Select all five days or any
combination. Each weekday morning, an e-mail will be delivered to your
inbox for you to study at your convenience. Sign up for 10 Minutes of Torah
by visiting: www.urj.org/learning/torah/ten. Take your study of 10 Minutes of
Torah to the next level by signing up for Eilu V’eilu.
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Officers & Board of Trustees

Committees

President: Barbara Rosoff
Vice President: Sara Friedman
Treasurer: Karen Marks
Religious School Director:
Rebecca Charhon
Trustees:
William Brender
Joshua Gray
Jeffrey Hill
Ellen Katz
Amanda Kukle
Sanford Searleman
Judith Metzner Shepherd

Cemetery Chair: Michael Seidel
Fundraising Co-Chairs: Susan Fox &
Sara Friedman
History Chair: Judith Metzner Shepherd
House Chair: Jeffrey Hill
Ritual/Pulpit Chair: Ellen Katz
Security Co-Chairs: Katie Weaver &
Susan Fox
Temple’s rabbi and president will be
ex-officio members of all committees.

Thank you to the Jewish Federation of Northeastern New York for their generous
support of Temple Beth El and Temple Religious School.

REMINDER: The Shofar needs YOU!
Whether you have a question for the ‘Ask the Rabbi’ column, want to kvell about exciting
news, offer congratulations to someone, or write a book review, we’d love your input, your
words. Please help us keep The Shofar relevant and interesting!

BARTLETT, PONTIFF,
STEWART & RHODES, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
One Washington Street
Glens Falls, NY 12801
Phone (518) 792-2117

Temple Beth El
3 Marion Avenue
Glens Falls, New York
12801-2813

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Rabbi Norman T. Mendel
Phone: 518-792-4364
Fax: 518-792-4336
office@glensfallstemple.com
www.GlensFallsTemple.com

Temple Beth El welcomes unaffiliated,
traditional, intermarried & nontraditional families and individuals.

The Shofar
Editor: Phyllis Brown
Editors, Emerita:

Lois Hellman
Judith Metzner Shepherd
Editorial Assistant:

Katie Weaver

Writing for The Shofar? Think Ahead!
Writing something for The Shofar? REMEMBER YOUR DEADLINES. Articles and announcements for The
Shofar should be sent to the Temple Administrator, Katie Weaver, well in advance of the desired publication date.
The deadline for each issue (usually the 15th day of the preceding month) is shown on the calendar page, but your
article should arrive as early as possible. The Shofar is published before the first day of each month, and
PUBLICATION WILL NOT BE DELAYED for late articles and announcements.
Remember: If your article will be timed to coincide with a holiday or event, you will want it to appear at least as
early as the issue preceding the event. And if you are asking for volunteers, reservations, or advance ticket or
merchandise purchases, your article or announcement may need to appear several months in advance. Even for
something that is several months away, it is never too early to submit an announcement to get The Shofar readers
to “save the date!”
The editors welcome letters and other reader contributions. E-mail submission (Office@GlensFallsTemple.com)
is preferred. Submit your article as an e-mail message or as an attachment. If you lack internet access, you may
deliver or mail your submission to the attention of Katie Weaver at Temple Beth El, 3 Marion Avenue, Glens
Falls, NY 12801, timed to arrive prior to the deadline.

The deadline for getting articles to Katie for the December issue
of The Shofar is Monday, November 18!

